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1. Brief description: 

This machine is a new type of heat sealing type, multifunctional automatic packing equipment. The 
main feature of this machine is inner and outer bag finished at one time, to avoid direct contact with 
the product, improve the efficiency. Inner bag is filter paper that special for ear-hanging coffee. The 
biggest advantage is: labeling and outer bag can adopt he photoelectric positioning, packaging 
capacity, inner bag and outer bag can be adjusted easily. According to the different needs of the user 
to adjust the size of inner and outer bag, to achieve the perfect package effect, improve the 
appearance of the product grade, make the product value promotion.


2. Features: 

1.The machine is a latest type of heated sealing packing machine , which has multifunction ,can 
automatically packing.


2. The main future of the machine is one-time packing of the inner and outer bag , avoiding hands 
directly contacting with stuff materials , improving the efficiency .


3. The inner bag is made of filter cotton paper , which can be automatically packed with thread and 
label.


4. The outer bag is composite paper, the advantages are photoelectric location for the bag and outer 
bag, adjustment to the need of the content, length of inner bag and outer bag, and tag.


5. The dimension of inner and outer bag can be adjusted according to the need that to achieve the 
perfect shape , to upgrade the appearance for the product , then add the value of it.


3. Parameters: 

Model DC-1210

Capacity packing 3-15g

Speed 35-60 bags/min

Inner bag width：40-80mm  length：50-70mm

Outer bag width：60-90mm  length：70-120mm

Sealing 3 sides heat sealing

Packing material Paper, Plastic, Non-woven, Silk, Nylon, 
Plastic film, Paper film

Power 220V /50HZ/ 3.7KW, accept custom

Dimension (L×W×H)900×610×1500mm

Weight 500Kg
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